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Mikael Yang, Co-Founder and President of ManyChat
1. History of ChatBots:
a. 2015 started
b. Facebook opens Messenger in 2016
c. ManyChat for FB was issued in 1 month after Messenger...
Spring 2016: everyone talking about chatbots...
d. "We are a marketing platform..." investors not interested. So, needed to be
profitable. ManyChat Pro released 2 weeks later...raised $1 million
allowed to scale from 3 people to 10 or so
e. Built FLowbuilder...everyone loves; next year...(see the picture)
Bessemer Venture Partner, top venture capital fund, $18 mill
2. Many Chat Today
a. 45 people on the TEAM last year; Now 90 People
b. Build new things, new features...
c. 400,000 FB business pages connected to MC last year; now 800,000!!
d. Last year 150 million subscribers; today: over 500,000,000 subscribers
e. Powering 8 billion messages monthly; crossed 1 million users...and "we are a
business application." People at conf from 40+ countries (Many Chat in 170)
so, almost every country in the world uses ManyChat
f. Zapier announced MC is fastest growing app in 2019!!
g. Forbes named MC a Cloud 100 Rising Star!!!
3. How many people using mobile messaging apps?
a. 2.5 billion people use messaging apps (not counting the social websites alone...)
b. 87% of smart phone users use mobile messaging apps
c. 3 billion by 2020
4. "Digital town squares" vs. "digital living rooms" (different channels)
a. FB is a public place...like a digital town square
b. Digital living room is like messaging apps...private
c. Projecting 2020: mobile messaging apps will surpass the mobile phone social network
users!
d. Mobile messaging apps are BIGGER than social networks
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e. Communication preferences! 50% prefer private
f. Need to understand so you invest in the right communication devices!!
Less than 20% prefer voice! This is huge trend!!
Next: whatever voice has lost, text has gained!
g. Different channels should be used for different goals.
5. PEOPLE LOVE TEXTING!!
a. When talking to companies: 2019 Data ...see pic...Clear Trend
b. The way people connect with businesses always mirrors the way people connect with
each other.
c. CHAT is the future of marketing.
All people are using messenger apps and it is growing.
All will be "interoperable."
iMessage is huge...
55% iOS market share in United States
All have iMessage.
Imessage is in with Shopify
ManyChat will expect to meet with Shopify
d. RCS...Rich Communication Services ....SMS on steroids
This is new Protocol...will replace SMS
RCS is SMS 2.0!! It will have video, audio, pics, etc. replies...
gives you ubiquity of SMS and the...
RCS has already rolled out in France and UK and totally ALL IN!!
July 27th 2019, article: prefer this communication over anything
Chat is the future of marketing!!
6. Mari Smith, “The Queen of Facebook”!!
a. Organic reach was awesome; FB came along and "moved my cheese"
1) Today only 1-6% are now reached...so organic reach went down
considerably... it is the way it is so "RIP Organic Reach"
Still can using some organic ways...today
b. Remember: our audience is always rented on FB so we have to find ways to OWN IT
Increase organic reach by just using a little ad dollars.
c. MARI's METHOD:
1) Start with great piece of content
live video...ideally live (as 6X engagement as video on demand)
2) Let it get organic reach 1-24
3) Promote with ad budget...even $1 to drive traffic
CTA button, Lifts in organic reach...
4) Create custom Audiences..
a) Lookalikes is the secret sauce for sure!!
b) Video views
c) Website visits
5) Retarget with different content
special offer, target page go to
d. FB Ads...
Showed Dr Pete detox method...
created a FB Event
goal: get with 20 licensed psychologists and therapists
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$350 ad budget..
ended up with 120!
Target right audiences!!
Measure the right sales goals...It's not about proxy metrics or vanity metrics
e. The Future:
1) The future is private; Zuckerberg privacy manifesto
2) No news feed? no...everything going horizontal.
3) Chris Cox...did not like encryption...left the company
news feed officially over...so why Privacy Manifesto in March?
4) Shift really had eye on WECHAT forever!!
Western is trying to copy...All in One App is WECHAT...
TikTok another top app coming out of China...
It is time we rethink everything! This is a very exciting time!
f. FIVE major takeaways:
#1. Is Messaging because it is PRIVATE
rebuilding as fastest lightest network
build a social network around it
Desktop version is coming as well
Interoperability...so interact with WhatsApp
#2 Chat bot
future...do not care if answer comes from a person as long as right.
Greatest gains coming from these platforms
4 Key Areas
She puts the Bot into her messenger
WhatsApp will be opening up to Chatbot
All shifting to more private conversation
#3. Stories
privatize these as well
copied from snapchat
both Instagram and FB making
Stories growing 15X faster...than content
We should all do stories like crazy #2019 as well
Zuck says "Stories are the future"
more ephemeral
Who has time to create content like that when disappears in 24 hours?
Just re-purpose it...
Do ads in stories...never again will they be cheaper
#4. Groups
Create 5 a deep and meaningful interaction
"Content is king but engagement is queen and she rules the house"
NEW FB design IS COMING OUT
Custom audiences are coming!!
Create lookalike audiences
Be your best self with...testimony group
Privacy gives us freedom to be ourselves.
So, the "cheese" is moving to have small meaningful groups...
#5 PLUS VIDEO!!
FB "Bring the world closer together."
"Create shared experiences and a sense of belonging through video."
Zuckerberg
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"RED TABLE TALK" MOST POPULAR live show on FB by Jada Pinkett Smith
Recommended Vertical videos outperform 4 to 5 is ...
Her favorite: wave.video
2 months using wave video, 200% increase
Use videos but do not direct links hitch to videos
Advice: 2020...start with 1000 best fans...
Integrate messenger marketing
Embrace IG and FB
Build community in niche groups
What are Mikael's areas for which he is most excited?
1. Lead Gen
users passing their info here at higher rate/bite size
2. Commerce
click to messenger ads
stories is highest...5 million active 3 mill advertisers daily
3. Customer service
backbone to selling...longterm value critical to everyone
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A Privacy-Focused Vision for Social Networking
MARK ZUCKERBERG·WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 2019·

My focus for the last couple of years has been understanding and addressing the biggest
challenges facing Facebook. This means taking positions on important issues concerning the
future of the internet. In this note, I'll outline our vision and principles around building a
privacy-focused messaging and social networking platform. There's a lot to do here, and we're
committed to working openly and consulting with experts across society as we develop this.
Over the last 15 years, Facebook and Instagram have helped people connect with friends,
communities, and interests in the digital equivalent of a town square. But people
increasingly also want to connect privately in the digital equivalent of the living room. As I
think about the future of the internet, I believe a privacy-focused communications platform
will become even more important than today's open platforms. Privacy gives people the
freedom to be themselves and connect more naturally, which is why we build social
networks.
Today we already see that private messaging, ephemeral stories, and small groups are by
far the fastest growing areas of online communication. There are a number of reasons for
this. Many people prefer the intimacy of communicating one-on-one or with just a few
friends. People are more cautious of having a permanent record of what they've shared.
And we all expect to be able to do things like payments privately and securely.
Public social networks will continue to be very important in people's lives -- for connecting
with everyone you know, discovering new people, ideas and content, and giving people a
voice more broadly. People find these valuable every day, and there are still a lot of useful
services to build on top of them. But now, with all the ways people also want to interact
privately, there's also an opportunity to build a simpler platform that's focused on privacy
first.
I understand that many people don't think Facebook can or would even want to build this
kind of privacy-focused platform -- because frankly we don't currently have a strong
reputation for building privacy protective services, and we've historically focused on tools
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for more open sharing. But we've repeatedly shown that we can evolve to build the services
that people really want, including in private messaging and stories.
I believe the future of communication will increasingly shift to private, encrypted services
where people can be confident what they say to each other stays secure and their messages
and content won't stick around forever. This is the future I hope we will help bring about.
We plan to build this the way we've developed WhatsApp: focus on the most fundamental
and private use case -- messaging -- make it as secure as possible, and then build more
ways for people to interact on top of that, including calls, video chats, groups, stories,
businesses, payments, commerce, and ultimately a platform for many other kinds of private
services.
This privacy-focused platform will be built around several principles:
Private interactions. People should have simple, intimate places where they have clear
control over who can communicate with them and confidence that no one else can access
what they share.
Encryption. People's private communications should be secure. End-to-end encryption
prevents anyone -- including us -- from seeing what people share on our services.
Reducing Permanence. People should be comfortable being themselves, and should not
have to worry about what they share coming back to hurt them later. So we won't keep
messages or stories around for longer than necessary to deliver the service or longer than
people want them.
Safety. People should expect that we will do everything we can to keep them safe on our
services within the limits of what's possible in an encrypted service.
Interoperability. People should be able to use any of our apps to reach their friends, and
they should be able to communicate across networks easily and securely.
Secure data storage. People should expect that we won't store sensitive data in countries
with weak records on human rights like privacy and freedom of expression in order to
protect data from being improperly accessed.
Over the next few years, we plan to rebuild more of our services around these ideas. The
decisions we'll face along the way will mean taking positions on important issues
concerning the future of the internet. We understand there are a lot of tradeoffs to get right,
and we're committed to consulting with experts and discussing the best way forward. This
will take some time, but we're not going to develop this major change in our direction
behind closed doors. We're going to do this as openly and collaboratively as we can
because many of these issues affect different parts of society.
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Private Interactions as a Foundation
For a service to feel private, there must never be any doubt about who you are
communicating with. We’ve worked hard to build privacy into all our products, including
those for public sharing. But one great property of messaging services is that even as your
contacts list grows, your individual threads and groups remain private. As your friends
evolve over time, messaging services evolve gracefully and remain intimate.
This is different from broader social networks, where people can accumulate friends or
followers until the services feel more public. This is well-suited to many important uses -telling all your friends about something, using your voice on important topics, finding
communities of people with similar interests, following creators and media, buying and
selling things, organizing fundraisers, growing businesses, or many other things that
benefit from having everyone you know in one place. Still, when you see all these
experiences together, it feels more like a town square than a more intimate space like a
living room.
There is an opportunity to build a platform that focuses on all of the ways people want to
interact privately. This sense of privacy and intimacy is not just about technical features -it is designed deeply into the feel of the service overall. In WhatsApp, for example, our team
is obsessed with creating an intimate environment in every aspect of the product. Even
where we've built features that allow for broader sharing, it's still a less public experience.
When the team built groups, they put in a size limit to make sure every interaction felt
private. When we shipped stories on WhatsApp, we limited public content because we
worried it might erode the feeling of privacy to see lots of public content -- even if it didn't
actually change who you're sharing with.
In a few years, I expect future versions of Messenger and WhatsApp to become the main
ways people communicate on the Facebook network. We're focused on making both of
these apps faster, simpler, more private and more secure, including with end-to-end
encryption. We then plan to add more ways to interact privately with your friends, groups,
and businesses. If this evolution is successful, interacting with your friends and family
across the Facebook network will become a fundamentally more private experience.
Encryption and Safety
People expect their private communications to be secure and to only be seen by the people
they've sent them to -- not hackers, criminals, over-reaching governments, or even the
people operating the services they're using.
There is a growing awareness that the more entities that have access to your data, the more
vulnerabilities there are for someone to misuse it or for a cyber attack to expose it. There is
also a growing concern among some that technology may be centralizing power in the
hands of governments and companies like ours. And some people worry that our services
could access their messages and use them for advertising or in other ways they don't
expect.
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End-to-end encryption is an important tool in developing a privacy-focused social network.
Encryption is decentralizing -- it limits services like ours from seeing the content flowing
through them and makes it much harder for anyone else to access your information. This is
why encryption is an increasingly important part of our online lives, from banking to
healthcare services. It's also why we built end-to-end encryption into WhatsApp after we
acquired it.
In the last year, I've spoken with dissidents who've told me encryption is the reason they
are free, or even alive. Governments often make unlawful demands for data, and while we
push back and fight these requests in court, there's always a risk we'll lose a case -- and if
the information isn't encrypted we'd either have to turn over the data or risk our
employees being arrested if we failed to comply. This may seem extreme, but we've had a
case where one of our employees was actually jailed for not providing access to someone's
private information even though we couldn't access it since it was encrypted.
At the same time, there are real safety concerns to address before we can implement endto-end encryption across all of our messaging services. Encryption is a powerful tool for
privacy, but that includes the privacy of people doing bad things. When billions of people
use a service to connect, some of them are going to misuse it for truly terrible things like
child exploitation, terrorism, and extortion. We have a responsibility to work with law
enforcement and to help prevent these wherever we can. We are working to improve our
ability to identify and stop bad actors across our apps by detecting patterns of activity or
through other means, even when we can't see the content of the messages, and we will
continue to invest in this work. But we face an inherent tradeoff because we will never find
all of the potential harm we do today when our security systems can see the messages
themselves.
Finding the right ways to protect both privacy and safety is something societies have
historically grappled with. There are still many open questions here and we'll consult with
safety experts, law enforcement and governments on the best ways to implement safety
measures. We'll also need to work together with other platforms to make sure that as an
industry we get this right. The more we can create a common approach, the better.
On balance, I believe working towards implementing end-to-end encryption for all private
communications is the right thing to do. Messages and calls are some of the most sensitive
private conversations people have, and in a world of increasing cyber security threats and
heavy-handed government intervention in many countries, people want us to take the
extra step to secure their most private data. That seems right to me, as long as we take the
time to build the appropriate safety systems that stop bad actors as much as we possibly
can within the limits of an encrypted service. We've started working on these safety
systems building on the work we've done in WhatsApp, and we'll discuss them with
experts through 2019 and beyond before fully implementing end-to-end encryption. As we
learn more from those experts, we'll finalize how to roll out these systems.
Reducing Permanence
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We increasingly believe it's important to keep information around for shorter periods of
time. People want to know that what they share won't come back to hurt them later, and
reducing the length of time their information is stored and accessible will help.
One challenge in building social tools is the "permanence problem". As we build up large
collections of messages and photos over time, they can become a liability as well as an
asset. For example, many people who have been on Facebook for a long time have photos
from when they were younger that could be embarrassing. But people also really love
keeping a record of their lives. And if all posts on Facebook and Instagram disappeared,
people would lose access to a lot of valuable knowledge and experiences others have
shared.
I believe there's an opportunity to set a new standard for private communication platforms
-- where content automatically expires or is archived over time. Stories already expire after
24 hours unless you archive them, and that gives people the comfort to share more
naturally. This philosophy could be extended to all private content.
For example, messages could be deleted after a month or a year by default. This would
reduce the risk of your messages resurfacing and embarrassing you later. Of course you'd
have the ability to change the timeframe or turn off auto-deletion for your threads if you
wanted. And we could also provide an option for you to set individual messages to expire
after a few seconds or minutes if you wanted.
It also makes sense to limit the amount of time we store messaging metadata. We use this
data to run our spam and safety systems, but we don't always need to keep it around for a
long time. An important part of the solution is to collect less personal data in the first place,
which is the way WhatsApp was built from the outset.
Interoperability
People want to be able to choose which service they use to communicate with people.
However, today if you want to message people on Facebook you have to use Messenger, on
Instagram you have to use Direct, and on WhatsApp you have to use WhatsApp. We want to
give people a choice so they can reach their friends across these networks from whichever
app they prefer.
We plan to start by making it possible for you to send messages to your contacts using any
of our services, and then to extend that interoperability to SMS too. Of course, this would be
opt-in and you will be able to keep your accounts separate if you'd like.
There are privacy and security advantages to interoperability. For example, many people
use Messenger on Android to send and receive SMS texts. Those texts can't be end-to-end
encrypted because the SMS protocol is not encrypted. With the ability to message across
our services, however, you'd be able to send an encrypted message to someone's phone
number in WhatsApp from Messenger.
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This could also improve convenience in many experiences where people use Facebook or
Instagram as their social network and WhatsApp as their preferred messaging service. For
example, lots of people selling items on Marketplace list their phone number so people can
message them about buying it. That's not ideal, because you're giving strangers your phone
number. With interoperability, you'd be able to use WhatsApp to receive messages sent to
your Facebook account without sharing your phone number -- and the buyer wouldn't have
to worry about whether you prefer to be messaged on one network or the other.
You can imagine many simple experiences like this -- a person discovers a business on
Instagram and easily transitions to their preferred messaging app for secure payments and
customer support; another person wants to catch up with a friend and can send them a
message that goes to their preferred app without having to think about where that person
prefers to be reached; or you simply post a story from your day across both Facebook and
Instagram and can get all the replies from your friends in one place.
You can already send and receive SMS texts through Messenger on Android today, and we'd
like to extend this further in the future, perhaps including the new telecom RCS standard.
However, there are several issues we'll need to work through before this will be possible.
First, Apple doesn't allow apps to interoperate with SMS on their devices, so we'd only be
able to do this on Android. Second, we'd need to make sure interoperability doesn't
compromise the expectation of encryption that people already have using WhatsApp.
Finally, it would create safety and spam vulnerabilities in an encrypted system to let people
send messages from unknown apps where our safety and security systems couldn't see the
patterns of activity.
These are significant challenges and there are many questions here that require further
consultation and discussion. But if we can implement this, we can give people more choice
to use their preferred service to securely reach the people they want.
Secure Data Storage
People want to know their data is stored securely in places they trust. Looking at the future
of the internet and privacy, I believe one of the most important decisions we'll make is
where we'll build data centers and store people's sensitive data.
There's an important difference between providing a service in a country and storing
people's data there. As we build our infrastructure around the world, we've chosen not to
build data centers in countries that have a track record of violating human rights like
privacy or freedom of expression. If we build data centers and store sensitive data in these
countries, rather than just caching non-sensitive data, it could make it easier for those
governments to take people's information.
Upholding this principle may mean that our services will get blocked in some countries, or
that we won't be able to enter others anytime soon. That's a tradeoff we're willing to make.
We do not believe storing people's data in some countries is a secure enough foundation to
build such important internet infrastructure on.
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Of course, the best way to protect the most sensitive data is not to store it at all, which is
why WhatsApp doesn't store any encryption keys and we plan to do the same with our
other services going forward.
But storing data in more countries also establishes a precedent that emboldens other
governments to seek greater access to their citizen's data and therefore weakens privacy
and security protections for people around the world. I think it's important for the future of
the internet and privacy that our industry continues to hold firm against storing people's
data in places where it won't be secure.
Next Steps
Over the next year and beyond, there are a lot more details and tradeoffs to work through
related to each of these principles. A lot of this work is in the early stages, and we are
committed to consulting with experts, advocates, industry partners, and governments -including law enforcement and regulators -- around the world to get these decisions right.
At the same time, working through these principles is only the first step in building out a
privacy-focused social platform. Beyond that, significant thought needs to go into all of the
services we build on top of that foundation -- from how people do payments and financial
transactions, to the role of businesses and advertising, to how we can offer a platform for
other private services.
But these initial questions are critical to get right. If we do this well, we can create
platforms for private sharing that could be even more important to people than the
platforms we've already built to help people share and connect more openly.
Doing this means taking positions on some of the most important issues facing the future of
the internet. As a society, we have an opportunity to set out where we stand, to decide how
we value private communications, and who gets to decide how long and where data should
be stored.
I believe we should be working towards a world where people can speak privately and live
freely knowing that their information will only be seen by who they want to see it and
won't all stick around forever. If we can help move the world in this direction, I will be
proud of the difference we've made.
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